The process of hypothesis testing entails both information selection (asking questions) and information use (drawing inferences from the answers to those questions). We demonstrate that although subjects may be sensitive to diagnosticity in choosing which questions to ask, they are insufficiently sensitive to the fact that different answers to the same question can have very different diagnosticities. This can lead subjects to overestimate or underestimate the information -\in the answers they receive. This phenomenon is demonstrated in two experiments using different kinds of inferences (category membership of individuals and composition of sampled populattions). In combination with certain information-gathering tendencies, demonstrated in a third .experiment, insensitivity to answer diagnosticity can contribute to a tendency toward preservation of the initial hypothesis. Resul~ such as these illustrate the importance of viewing hypothesistesting be~ as an interactive, multistage process that includes selecting questions, interpreting data, and drawing inferences.
Two of the critical elements of successful hypothesis testing are choosing a good question to ask and then knowing what to make of the answer. In a probabilistic environment especially. those goals are not always easily achieved. Suppose. for e~ample. that you travel to the planet Vurna. where there are equal numbers of two kinds of creatures. Gloms and Fizos. You have information about the proportion of Glorns and of Fizos possessing a number of features. as illustrated in Table I . For example. you know that 10% of Gloms wear hula hoops. as do 50% of Fizos. A creature approaches you. and you need to determine which kind of creature it is. The creatures are invisible.
but if you ask them whether or not they possess a particular feature, they will truthfully answer "yes" or "no." You have time for only one question. Given the features listed in Table 1 , which feature would you ask about in order to best determine what kind of creature it is? How sure would you be about the creature's identity when you got a "yes" or a "no" answer?
Much recent work in hypothesis testing has focused on the information-gathering strategies subjects use. Bassok, 1982 Bassok, , 1983 . Among the questions in Table 1 , for example, subjects almost always ask about Features 1, 4, 7, or 8 (Skov & Sherman, 1986) .
Sensitivity to the diagnosticity of questions is important because it leads to an efficient selection of tests. Efficient information gathering does not guarantee efficient or unbiased use of the information gathered, however . Whereas optimal infonnation selection depends on the diagnosticity of the question. optimal revision of initial beliefs depends on the diagnosticity of the specific answers received. We propose that although people are fairly good at perceiving the diagnosticity of questions. they are prone to systematic misperceptions of the diagnosticity of the answers. Specifically, people are not sufficiently sensitive to the fact that different answers to any given question can carry very different amounts of infonnation about the hypothesis and thus warrant different degrees of belief revision.
Diagnosticity of an Answer Versus Diagnosticity of the Question According to Hayes' theorem, the diagnosticity of an answer or datum, D, depends on the likelihood ratio, p(DIH.)/p(DIHo), in which H, is the hypothesis being tested and Ho is its alternative. This likelihood ratio, multiplied by the prior odds of H" yields the revised odds of the hypothesis in light of the new datum. Consider again the case of the visitor to Vuma, where there are equal numbers of Gloms and Fizos. The visitor might ask about Feature 4, "Do you gurgle a lot?" A "yes" answer provides evidence that the creature is a Glom; a .'no" answer favors Fizo. However, these two potential data are not of equal value. A "yes" answer indicates a Glom only weakly; many "yes" answers also come from Fizos [p(Glom I yes) = .64, based on a likelihood ratio of 9/5 and prior odds of 1/1]. On the other hand, a "no" answer is strongly indicative of a Fizo; negative answers very rarely come from Gloms [p(Fizo I no) = .83, based on a likelihood ratio of 5/ I] .
Given that different answers can have different diagnosticities, how might one measure the overall diagnostic value of a question? Such a measure must take into account the chance of obtaining each possible datum (i.e. , each possible answer) and the value of infonnation each datum would provide if it occurred. One way of doing this is to compare the a priori likelihood of correctly accepting or rejecting the hypothesis with and without asking the question (Baron, 1985, chap. 4) . For example, anned only with knowledge of the population base rates, a visitor to Vuma would have a .50 chance of correctly guessing the identity of an encountered creature. If the visitor were to ask about, say, Feature 4, the probability of correctly identifying the creature would increase. There is a. 70 chance that a randomly selected creature will answer ..yes" to that question. If so. the visitor will guess Glom, and will have a .64 chance of being correct [p(Glom I yes) = .64). There is also a .30 chance that the creature will answer .'no." In that case. the visitor will guess Fizo and will have a .83 chance of being right [p(Fizolno) = Despite definitional complexities. the diagnosticity of a question is actually quite easy to estimate. With two initially equiprobable hypotheses. the expected increase in the chance of guessing correctly is proportional to the simpie difference between the probability of a "yes" (or a "no")
answer under H, and under Ho (e.g.. the difference between the two percentages shown for each feature in Table I ) .The difference in probabilities is also highly correlated with the expected log likeuhood measure.l
We hypothesize that it is easier to perr:eive the diagnosticity of a question than it is the diagnosticity of each of its answers. A subject interested in the most diagnostic question can simply choose the one for which the two groups differ most in their likelihood of having the feature. On the other hand. the diagnosticity of individual answers to a question depends on the ratio of the groups , percentages for each answer rather than on ule difference. People may continue to be influence<1 by ute difference between percentages when judging the infonnativeness of different answers to a question. instead of attending to the different ratios appropriate for different answers. Because the principles of Bayesian statistics are not intuitively obvious to people (see Fischhoff & BeythMarom. 1983), people may assume that all answers t:> a good question will yield good infonnation.
without adjusting appropriately for the difference in diagnosticity of the different answers. Thus. in the above example. people will tend to overestimate the degree to which a "yes" answer indicates a Glom and/or underestimate the extent to which a "no" answer indicates a Fizo. We do not mean to imply that subjects will necessarily treat .'yes" and "no" answers as exactly identical in all cases but that their judgments will be insufficiently sensitive to differences in answer diagnosticity .2
Data from two previous studies suggest suct:, a pattern. Beach ( 1968) provided subjects with a series of problems involving two decks of cards with the letters A through Fin different. known proportions in each deck. Cards were drawn from one, unidentified deck. and subjects. after seeing the letter drawn. indicated t!leir subjective probabilities about which of the two decks had been selected. Subjects' probability judgments were affected by likelihood ratios. as they should have been. but were also correlated with the absolute magnitude of the constituent random sample of 20 creatures, asked each independently about Feature 4 in Table I , and received 14 .'yes" answers and 6 .'no" answers. Statistically, this is the expected result if the population is 50% Gloms and 50% Fizos. From such a population, one would expect the sarnpIe to have, on average, 10 Gloms, producing 9 '.yes" answers and 1 ..no" answer, and 10 Fizos, producing 5 "yes" answers and 5 .'no" answers. Whereas each .'yes" is modestly indicative ofa Glom (9/5 odds = .64 probability), each "no" is strongly indicative of a Fizo (5/I odds = .83 probability). Insufficient sensitivity to differential diagnosticity would lead a subject to conclude incorrectly that there are more Gloms than Fizos, because more responses were Glom-like than Fizo-like. j t probabilities. For example. drawing the letter E was seen as more diagnostic in choosing between decks with 39 % and 13% E cards than in choosing between decks with 12% and 4% E cards. In both cases. the normatively relevant likelihood ratio is the same (39/13 = 12/4). Beach hypothesized that subjects regarded smaller probabilities as generally less informative, and their judgments were therefore correlated with the sum of the probabilities. However, a reanalysis shows that the mean responses in Beach's Figure I (p. 60) are better predicted by the difference between the probabilities (26% and 8% ) .In other words, when judging the diagnosticity of information. Beach's subjects were influenced by the differences in percentages. which corresponds to the diagnosticity of the question. and not just by the appropriate ratios. The same process. we propose. underlies insensitivity to a:nswer diagnosticity. People underestimate differences in the diagnosticity of "yes'. and "no" answers to the same question. because the difference in percentages is the same for both answers.
In another study. Birnbaum and Mellers ( 1983) asked subjects to estimate the likelihood that a given used car would last for 3 more years. given the opinion of an advisor. Subjects were given data on the advisor's prior history of correct and incorrect judgments. indicating ( I) the advisor's ability in discriminating good used cars from bad and (2) the advisor's bias toward saying that cars were good or toward saying that they were bad. Ability to discriminate is analogous to question diagnosticity (i.e.. the extent to which a positive opinion was more likely for good cars than for bad ones). The effect of bias is to introduce a difference in diagnosticity of different answers (i.e. .for advisors with a positive bias. negative judgments were more diagnostic. and vice versa). In responding to positive or negative advice, subjects appeared to be more sensitive to differences in advisors' abilities to discriminate than to the effects of bias.
The findings of Birnbaum and Mellers ( 1983) and Beach ( 1968) suggest that people perceive the diagnosticity of a question more easily than the diagnosticity of specific answers. However. we know of no direct tests of the implication that people are insufficiently sensitive to differences in diagnosticity between alternative answers to the same question. Experiments I and 2 of the present paper are designed to test that hypothesis. In Experiments IA and IB. subjects were required to determine the category membership of individual items (creatures from a planet or balls from an urn). Insensitivity to answer diagnosticity implies that the subjects will have similar confidence in. say, the group membership of a creature who answers "yes" to a given question and one who answers .'no," even when confidence should be quite different in those two cases. In Experiments 2A, 2B. and 2C, the subjects were tested for insensitivity to answer diagnosticity with the use of a different kind of judgment. In these studies. the subjects were asked to infer the composition of a population based on the answers provided by a random sample of members. Suppose. for example. one obtained a " .;
Consequences of Insensitivity to Answer Differences
As described above, insufficient sensitivity to the difference in diagnosticity of different answers to a question can lead subjects to over-or underestimate the information value of a datum. The net effect of this insensitivity depends on the questions asked. Features with symmetrical probabilities (e.g. , present in 30% of one group and 70% of the other) present no difficulty: "yes" and "no" answers are in fact equally diagnostic, in opposite directions. With asymmetrical features, however, one answer is always more diagnostic than the other (e.g. , Feature 4, discussed earlier, in which the feature is present in 90% of one group and 50% of the other). There is evidence that people prefer to ask about features with one extreme probability , compared with symmetrical questions of equal diagnosticity (see Baron et al., 1988 , with regard to "certainty bias"). Thus, people may tend to select exactly those questions for which insensitivity to answer diagnosticity leads to inaccurate inferences.
If people are indeed prone to such inferential errors, what is the likely net effect on their beliefs? In particular, researchers have noted various tendencies that can lead to a bias toward hypothesis preservation (also known as confirmation bias or perseverance of beliefs), that is, a tendency toward unwarranted belief in the focal hypothesis over the alternative(s). Might insensitivity to answer diagnosticity contribute to hypothesis preservation? If one considers the full range of possible questions, the answer is no. People will generally overestimate the impact of less diagnostic answers, compared with their estimation of the impact of more diagnostic answers. For some questions, that will favor the focal hypotheses; for others, that will favor the alternative.
Research on information gathering demonstrates, however, that people's hypothesis testing is affected by which of a set of alternatives is favored as the working, or focal, hypothesis. Thus, a favored hypothesis and its alternatives may not receive equal treatment. For example, people have a clear preference for positive tests, that is, questions for which a .'yes" answer favors the working hypothesis (see Evans, 1989; Klayman & Ha, 1987) . Thus, subjects tend to ask about Features 4 and 8 in Tajl   HYPOTHESIS   TESTING: QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 395 equal diagnosticity. and (2) a panicular preference for questions in which the probability of the feature is extreme under the focal hypothesis.
In summary .the present study seeks to demonstrate that people are not sufficiently sensitive to differences in the diagnostic value of different answers to a given question and that this lack of sensitivity can produce systematic errors in judgments about individuals and about populations (Experiments land 2). We also test whether peo., pie have infonnation-gathering preferences that can ex-\ aggerate the effects of insensitivity to answer diagnosticity] and bias those effects in the direction of hypothesis preservation (Experiment 3).
EXPERIMENT lA
In this experiment (and the one that follows), we are interested in the subjects' confidence in inferences made from individual answers to questions. The cover story , adapted from Skov and Sherman ( 1986), involved a visit to the planet Vuma. which is inhabited by equal numbers of Gloms and Fizos. The subjects were provided with information about the percenuges of Gloms and Fizos having certain features. using the four diagnostic features shown in Table 1 (Features I, 4, 7, and 8). The subjects met several randomly selected creatures and were asked to determine the identity of each creature, based on the creature's "yes" or "no" response to one of these questions. The subjects predicted whether or not the creature was of a given type and then estimated the chances in 100 of the creature being that type. If subjects are sensitive to the differential diagnosticity of different answers to these questions. this sensitivity should be revealed in their probability estimates. For example. when the question concerns a feature present in 90% of Gloms and 50% of Fizos. a "yes" should ideally result in an estimate of a 64% chance of Glom. whereas a .'no" should result in an estimate of 17% chance of Glom (i.e., an 83% charJce of Fizo). On the other hand. insufficient sensitivity to answer diagnosticity implies that subjects ' estimates will be significantly le~s differ~ in these two cases than normative inferences would warrant. ble I when asking. 'Is it a Glom? ' , ; the presence of these features (a .'yes" answer) favors the Glom hypothesis. Subjects asked to test "Fizo"
will prefer questions about Features I and 7, since .'yes" answers verify that hypothesis (Skov & Sherman, 1986) . Still, insensitivity to answer diagnosticity would favor the focal hypothesis in some cases and favor the alternative in others. The person with a Glom hypothesis might choose Feature 4, in which the hypothesis-confinning .'yes" answer is less diagnostic than the disconfirming "no," or Feature 8, in which the opposite is true.
Skov and Sherman ( 1986) found that subjects' preference for extreme probabilities was also hypothesisdependent. Subjects tend to select questions about features that are either very likely or very unlikely under the working hypothesis, in preference to features with similarly extreme probabilities with regard to the alternative. According to this extremity preference, subjects testing the Glom hypothesis favor questions about Features I and 4, whereas subjects testing the Fizo hypothesis favor questions about Features 7 and 8, because these questions concern features that have extremely high (90% ) or low I( 10% ) probabilities given the focal hypothesis. (Subjects , overall preferences in information gathering reflected an additive combination of three favored qualities-diagnosticity , positive testing, and extremity .) Skov and Sherman .s ( 1986) findings suggest that peopie choose questions with extreme probabilities given the hypothesis, with less concern for extremity given the alternative. In most cases, then, the probability of the i feature for the target group is more extreme than the probability for the nontarget group. This means that the hypothesis-confinning answer tends to be more common, I and less diagnostic, than the disconfirming answer. For l subjects with a Glom hypothesis, Feature 4 is an exampie, as discussed earlier. Feature I illustrates the effects I of extremity preference in negative tests as well: This fea-, ture has an extremely low probability given the Glom hy-I pothesis ( 10 % ) and a more moderate probability given ( Fizo (50%). Here, "no" answers confirm the hypothesis, and they are more frequent and less diagnostic. Indeed, the answer favoring the group with the more extreme probability is always less diagnostic,J and that group is likely to be the target group of the hypothesis. If, as we propose, people are insufficiently sensitive to the difference in diagnosticity between different answers, the net effect will be that they will overestimate the impact of the hypothesis-confinning answers relative to hypothesis-! disconfirming answers. On balance, then, inferential errors will tend to be in favor of the working hypothesis.
Thus, the combination of a preference for extreme probabilities, given the hypothesis, and insensitivity to answer diagnosticity may contribute to hypothesis preservation.
In Experiment 3, we tested for the presence of two question-asking preferences that affect the consequences of insensitivity to answer diagnosticity .These are ( I) a tendency to ask questions about features with extreme probabilities rather than more symmetrical features of Method Subjects. One huMrexi sixty-eight subjects were =lIed throogh the Indiana University student newspaper. The subjects were paid SS for their partIcipation in the expenment. The subjects in this study did not particIpate in any of the other expenments reponed in this paper. (The subjects in all subSet!uent experiments were sinularly restricted from participating in more than one study. )
Procedure. The subjects were tested in groups of 20 or fewer. They received a booklet explaining that they would be visiting an imaginary planet on which two and only two types of invisible creatures lived. There were I million Glorns and I million Fizos on the planet. The subjects were told that ( I) they would meet and talk to four randomly selected creatures, (2) an interpreter would ask one question of each creature (e.g. , .'Do you wear hula hoops?"). to which the creature would respond truthfully, and (3) the creature's answer would provide some InformatIon about its identity . In each case, the subjects were provided with the percentage of and one. .no' , answer of lower diagnosticity .The normative model predicts that there should be a strong effect of answer diagnosticity such that subjects should report probability estimates of .83 for highly diagnostic answers and .64 for less diagnostic ones, a difference of .19. Across subjects, the mean response was .72 for highly diagnostic answers and .66 for less diagnostic answers. This difference was significant [1(164) = 4.63, p < .001]. Thus, the subjects showed some sensitivity to the differential diagnosticity of answers, but this degree of sensitivity was quite small. The mean difference between high and low diagnosticity answers for each subject was .06, which was significantly less than the normative .19 [1(164) = 9.72, p < .001]. The mean response for highly diagnostic questions was significantly below the normative value of .83 [1(164) = 9.82, p < .001]. The mean for less diagnostic answers was marginally different from the normative .64 [1(164) = 1.92, p < .07].
It has been suggested elsewhere that subjects may be more influenced by '.yes" answers than by .'no" answers (see Sherman & Corty, 1984) . We were able to check this in the present study: Each subject received two .'yes" answers (one highly diagnostic, one less) and two ..no" answers (also one of each diagnosticity). The mean response to .'yes" answers was. 71 and to .'no" answers, .65. These were significantly different [1(147) = 2.92, p < .01], so there was some evidence of a tendency to see "yes" answers as more revealing than .'no" answers. There was no evidence of an interaction between .'yes"t"no" answers and answer diagnosticity. It has also been suggested that people may give more weight to data that confirm the hypothesis being tested than they do to disconfirming data. Each subject in each hypothesis group received two answers that favored the hypothesis mentioned in the question and two answers that contradicted it. The design was balanced with respect to high and low diagnosticity, ..yes" and .'no" answers, and which of the two hypotheses was being tested. The mean response to confirming data was .67 and to disconfirming, .71. These were significantly different [1(159) = 2.30, p < .03], but not in the predicted direction.
In general, then, the subjects greatly underestimated the difference between moderately--diagnostlc and highly diagnostic answers. A normative difference of 19% in probability estimates was judged as a difference of only 6% . In particular, the subjects seemed to underestimate the diagnosticity of the more diagnostic answers (i.e. , when the normative probability was .83). Individual-subject analyses confirm that most subjects did not consistently distinguish the high-and low-diagnosticity answers: Of 168 subjects, 83 (49%) at least once assigned a lower probability estimate to a high-diagnosticity answer than to a lowdiagnosticity answer .
Gloms and Fizos that had the relevant feature and the creature's "yes"/"no" answer, The features used were the ones shown as Features 1,4, 7, and 8 in Table I .
The subjects were divided into two conditions differing in focal hypothesis. In one condition, the subjects' task when they met a panicular creature was to detennine whether or not the creature was a Glom. In the other condition, the subjects were asked to determine whether or not the creature was a Fizo. Focal hypothesis was not expected to affect sensitivity to answer diagnosticity but was manipulated to test for possible interactions with other hypothesis-related variables such as positive versus negative tests and confinning versus disconfinning evidence. The subjects met four creatures on the planet by turning to four separate pages in the booklet. On each page, the four features and corresponding percentages were listed, along with a reminder that I million Glorns and I million Fizos lived on the planet. Following the feature percentages, the question asked by the interpreter and the creature's "yes" or .'no" answer were presented. Half the subjects were instructed to predict whether the creature was a Glom and to estimate the chances in 100 that it was a Glom. The other half of the subjects were asked to predict whether the creature was a Fizo and to estimate the chances in 100 that it was a Fizo. The subjects wrote their predictions and probabilities directly on the booklet page.
Each of the four randomly selected creatures that a subject met responded independently to a different one of the four features. The subjects received two '.yes" and two "no" answers; half the subjects received the "yes" answers on Features I and 4, and half the subjects received the "yes" answers on Features 2 and 3. The order in which questions were asked was randomly detennined for each subject.
For purposes of analysis, probability estimates were recoded with respect to the hypothesis favored by the evidence. For example, the subjects might meet a creature that answers "yes" to the 90-50 feature. In the Fizohypothesis condition, a subject might indicate a 25 % chance of the creature being a Fizo; this would be coded as a 75% chance of Glom. Responses in which the subject guessed a creature's identity in ~radiction to the evidence were excluded from analysi~nalyses including focal hypothesis as a variable (i.e. , instructions to predict whether the creature was a Glom vs. whether it was a Fizo) revealed no effect of this manipulation, as predicted; the data were therefore collapsed over focal hypothesis.
Several planned contrasts were tested by using the data summarized in Table 2 . Each subject received one "yes" and one "no" answer of high diagnosticity and one "yes" The results from these two urns-and-balls tests are consistent with the findings in the Glom and Fizo task. Indeed, there was no evidence of any sensitivity to answer diagnosticity when urns and balls were used. There was little differentiation even with a within-subject design that prompted the subjects to attend to possible differences in diagnosticity .What differentiation there was was, on average, in the wrong direction. (We are currently investigating possible reasons for this.)
EXPERIMENT 2A the strength of their implications. It is possible, though. that subjects would show a greater appreciation of the differences in infonnation value between different possible outcomes if the task context were sj,rnpler. For example , one could use the ~paradigm (alternatively ponrayed as bookbags and poker chips) that was popular in the 1960s and 1970s for testing an understanding of probability concepts. A typical problem might describe two urns. Urn A and Urn B, each filled with a large number of balls of two colors. The proponion of each color in each of the urns is known. One of the two urns is selected at random. and the subject does not know whether it is Urn A or Urn B. A sample of balls is drawn from the chosen urn. with replacement. The subject is then asked to judge, based on the drawn sample. what the probability is that the chosen urn was Urn A (or Urn B).
We were unable to find any urns-and-balls study that directly tested sensitivity to the infonnation-value difference between different answers (i.e.. drawing different color balls). so we conducted two such tests. In these tests, we were concerned with the conclusions that subjects draw when different color balls are chosen. We again predicted that the subjects would be insufficiently sensitive to differences in diagnosticity .
Sixty-four subjects were tested in groups of 10 or fewer and received panial course credit toward an introductory psychology class for their panicipation. The subjects were told to imagine that they were blindfolded and brought into a room in which there were two urns fllled with balls. Urn A has 90% red balls and 10% white balls; Urn B has 50% red balls and 50% white balls. A ball is randornIy selected from one of the urns and it is a red (or a white) ball. Based on the color of the chosen ball, the subjects were asked to detennine both the urn from which the ball was selected and the probability of the more likely urn. The subjects responded by writing their choice of urn and estimated probability in an experimental test booklet.
Thiny-two of the subjects were told that a red ball was drawn, and 32 were told that a white ball was drawn. Normatively. those receiving a red ball should judge a .64 probability of the 90/ 10 urn. and those receiving a white ball should judge a .83 probability of the 50/50 urn, reflecting the likelihood ratio of 9/5 for red and 5/ 1 for white. All but two of the 64 subjects selected the urn that was nom1atively more likely. The mean probability values for the 90/ 10 urn given the red ball and for the 50/50 urn given the white ball were both .77. These were, of course, not significantly different.
Our second test employed a within-subject design. This pennined a test of the subjects' judgments when their attention was drawn to the question of differences between the two answers (i.e., the color of ball chosen) by vinue of their being asked about both in succession. The procedures were identical to those described above, with the following exceptions. Fifty-six undergraduates were tested in small groups. All subjects received two problems, One problem was identical to the one used above; the other
The previous experiments tested the subjects' appreciation of answer diagnosticity in the context of judging category membership. In each case. the subjects were required to use the infonnation given in order to judge the probability that the source of the datum (creature or urn) was of one categorical type or another. In the next set of experiments, we looked at insensitivity to answer diagnosticity in the context of a different kind of inference, namely inferring the makeup of a population from information received from a sample. We again used the story of a planet with two kinds of creatures. but with different circumstances.
In experiments 2A, 2B, and 2C. similar procedures were used. In each of these studies, the subjects were sent to a planet with a population of 100 creatures, comprising Gloms and Fizos in unknown proponions.
Of these 100 creatures. 20 were sampled at random. and each was asked the same. single question. For half the subjects, that question concerned a feature present in 90% of Gloms and 50% of Fizos. For the other subjects. the feature was present in 50% of Gloms and 10% of Fizos. After receiving the (truthful) answers from the 20 creatures sampled, the subjects were asked to estimate. based on the answers received, how many of the planet's 100 creatures were Gloms and how many were Fizos. (Both groups were mentioned in the questions; focal hypothesis was not of interest in these studies.) Table 3 shows two models for the nonnative best guess given different distributions of "yes" and "no" answers in the sample data. The maximum likelihood estimate is the number of Gloms in 100, G, that gives the highest probability of obtaining the observed sample of answers, S [i.e., maximump(SIG)].
If one assumes that all possible populations.
from 0 Gloms and 100 Fizos to 100 Gloms and 0 Fizos. are equally likely a priori. the maxi- Table 3 Nonnative Values and Subjects' ~imates of the Number of Gloms in the Population of 100, Given Different Observed Samples of
Creatures' Responses in Experiment lA subjects were asked to estimate how many of the 100 creatures on the planet were Glorns and how many were Fizos. The subjects responded by writing their predictions, probabilities, and base-rate estimates in an experimental booklet that contained the instructions as well as the particular question asked by each subject and the responses made by the sampled creatures. Each condition was further divided into three groups that differed in the numbers of "yes" and "no" answers received from the 20 creatures and thus differed in the implied number of Glorns and Fizos among the planet's 100 creatures. The three distributions consisted of 5, 6, or 7 highly diagnostic answers out of 20. For the 90-50 condition, the highly diagnostic answer was '.no," and for the 50-10 condition, the highly diagnostic answer was "yes." Within each distribution, the order of '.yes" and '.no" answers was randomly determined for each subject. 
The two normative estimates are not identical. but the differences are not important for our analyses.
As before. we hypothesize that subjects are insufficiently sensitive to the difference in information carried by different answers to the same question. Thus. subjects will give too much weight to the less diagnostic answers relative to the more diagnostic answers to a given question. For the 90-50 feature. "yes"
answers are more likely but less diagnostic than "no" answers. We predict that subjects will overestimate the information carried by , 'yes' .answers.
which suggest the presence of Gloms.
relative to "no" answers, which suggest Fizos. and will therefore overestimate the number of Gloms. Conversely, we predict that subjects will underestimate the number of Gloms when given information about the 50-10 feature. for which "yes" answers are more diagnostic and less frequent than "no" answers.
, ! Method Subjects. The subjects were 83 undergraduate students at Loyola University of Chicago. The subjects received panial course credit toward an introductory psychology class for their panicipation. We eliminated 10 subjects from the analyses because they either failed to complete the questionnaire or failed to follow instructions.
Procedure. The subjects were tested in groups of 10 or fewer . The subjects received a booklet that explained that they would be visiting a faraway planet. On this planet were a total of 100 creatures comprising two (and only two) kinds of creatures (Glorns and Fizos). Of the 100 creatures on the planet. the subjects would meet 20 randomly selected creatures. Fony of the subjects were told that W% of Glorns and 50% of Fizos had a pantcular feature (the W-50 condition). and 33 were told that 50% of Glorns and 10% of Fizos had the feature (the 50-10 condition). Based on a creature's answer to the question. the subjects were asked to respond in three ways. First. for each of the 20 creatures they met. the subjects predicted whether that creature was more likely a Glom or a Fizo. Second. the subjects estimated the chances in 100 that the creature was of the predicted type. Finally. after meeting all 20 creatures. the
Results and Discussion
As in Experiment lA, analyses of individual category judgments excluded responses in which the subjects ' identification of the creature contradicted the evidence ( 13 % of responses). No eliminations were necessary for analyses of population judgments.
Iodividual category inferences. First, consider the subjects ' estimates of the probability that each individual was a Glom or a Fizo. These estimates were analyzed in an analysis of variance (ANOV A) with feature (90-50 or 50-10) and distribution (5, 6, or 7 highly diagnostic answers) as between-subject variables. In addition, there were two within-subject variables, creature's answer ("yes" or .'no") and trial block (first 10 trials vs. last 10).
The results replicate the basic finding of Experiment I , that subjects do not show much awareness that different answers to the same question carry different amounts of information about the identity of the source. Sensitivity to differences in diagnosticity would produce a feature (90-50 or 50-10) X answer ("yes" or "no") interaction, because .'yes" is more diagnostic than "no" for the 90-50 feature, and vice versa for the 50-10 feature. This interaction was not significant (F < 1). The mean value for the high-diagnosticity features ("no" for the 90-50 feature and "yes" for the 50-10) was 68.9; the mean estimate for the low-diagnosticity features was 67.5. The mean estimates for "yes" and "no" answers were both 68.1. Thus, in contrast to Experiment lA, there is no evidence for a tendency to give more weight to "yes" answers.
There were no main effects or two-way interactions involving distribution (5,6, or 7 highly diagnostic answers) or block (first 10 trials vs. second 10). According to Bayesian statistics, these factors should affect not only the overall population estimate, as shown in Table 3 , but judgments made about each individual. Specifically, the number of. 'yes' , answers received at any point in the sequence provides information about the likely base rate of Gloms in the population. which should in turn affect the subjects' beliefs concerning the identity of the next creature. The nature of these sequence effects is rather subtle, however, and many studies have documented the difficulty people have with the use of statistical base-rate information (see. e.g., Bar-Hillel, 1980; Borgida & HYPOTHESIS TESTING: QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS these classifications is made. If there are Y("yes") answers in the sample of 20. the estimated number of Glorns in the sample is then yp + (20-Y )( I -Q) .This kind of simple summing process is much less reactive to changes in the number of. , yes' , answers in the sample than are the normative models. Insensitivity to answer diagnosticity can be represented by assuming that p and Q are the same for both the 90-50 feature and the 50-10 feature. The observed means of 64.5 for the 90-50 feature and 42.2 for the 50-10 feature fit a model that counts 81.2% of' 'yes' , answers as Gloms and 74.5% of "no" answers as Fizos. The population estimates that result from this insensitivecounting model are (in the order shown in Table 3 
EXPERIMENTS 2B AND 2C
The cover story and materials used in the following two experiments were the same as those used in Experiment 2A. but the procedure was varied. It is possible that the subjects were prompted to use a counting method in Experiment 2A by the requirement that they make a separate. sequential judgment about the identity of each creature. Also. the memory requirements of this sequential procedure may have precluded more sophisticated treatments of the aggregate data. Thus. in Experiment 28, the subjects were given a list of the "yes'. and "no" answers obtained from 20 randomly selected creatures; in Experiment 2C. the subjects were given the total number of "yes" answers and "no" answers received from the sampled creatures.
Methods
Experiment 28 was conducted with 133 subjects. The subjects were undergraduates at Indiana University .Instead of meetIng each of the 20 creatures ilKiividually aIKi predicting the category to which the creature belonged, the subjects were gIven a list of 20 answers obtained from 20 randomly selected creatures. The list consIsted of a column With the appropnate number of rs and Ns, in random order. Experiment 2C was conducted with an additional sample of 94 subjects selected from introductory psychology courses at Indiana University .In this study, the subjects were simply given the summary total number of "yes" answers and "no" answers obtained from a random sample of 20 creatures. For both Experiments 28 and 2C, the subjects were tested in groups of 10 or fewer and received panial course credit for their panicipation. The subjects recorded their responses in the booklet that listed or summarized the '.yes" and '.no" answers provided by the sampled creatures.
Brekke. 1981; Shennan & Cony, 1984; Tversky & Kahneman. 1982a). Thus. it is not too surprising to find sequence and block effects missing in subjects' individual category inferences.
Inferences about the population. The second type of estimate required of the subjects came at the end of the 20-answer sequence. at which time they were asked to provide their best guess. based on the answers they had received. for the number of Gloms and Fizos ( out of 100) on the planet. The last column of Table 3 shows the mean estimated number of Gloms.
Planned contrasts showed that. as predicted. the subjects' estimates were significantly higher than the maximum likelihood estimates for the 90-50 feature [(38) = 5.75. p < .001) and significantly lower than maximum likelihood estimates for the 50-10 feature [(32) = 2.45, p < .03). Similar results occur when the average population estimate is used as the nonn. It is particularly telling that 10 of 12 subjects guessed a majority of Gloms when the nonnative models indicate a clear majority of Fizos (the 13-7 sample). and 6 of 11 estimated a majority of Fizos when there should be a clear majority of Gloms (the 7-13 sample).
The results also show that. overall, the subjects overestimated the number of Gloms. For both nonnative estimates. the number of Gloms in the 90-50 group is equal to the number of Fizos in the 50-10 group. Thus. the normative overall mean estimated number of Gloms across all distributions is 50. An overall mean for estimates of Gloms that is higher than 50% would indicate that subjects give more weight to "yes" than to "no" answers. (For both the 90-50 and 50-10 cases. a "yes" answer is consistent with Glom.) The observed overall mean was marginally higher than 50% [1(70) = 1.91, p < .06). This suggests that population estimates were somewhat more influenced by "yes'. answers (which were evidence of Gloms) than by .'no'. answers (which were evidence of Fizos). even though the earlier individual-creature judgments showed no such bias.
Another interesting aspect of the observed estimates is how little they differ across the three different distributions for each feature. An ANOV A was perfonned on the subjects' population estimates with two between-subject variables. feature (90-50 or 50-10), and distribution (5, 6. or 7 highly diagnostic answers). There was a highly significant main effect of feature [F(1,71) = 47.8. p < .001], with means of 64.5 and 42.2 for the 90-50 and 50-10 features. respectively. The nonnative models predict no main effect of distribution (the means for 5-15 and 15-5, etc.. are all .50), but there should be a strong feature x distribution interaction. Neither the main effect nor the interaction was significant (both Fs < 1) .
This pattern of results can be modeled by a rather simple counting process. Assume that most creatures who answer "yes'. are Gloms and most who answer .'no'. are Fizos. More specifically, assume proportion p of' 'yes' , answers are Gloms and proportion Q of '.no" answers are Fizos. based on the confidence with which each of
Results and Discussion
The results for Experiments 2B (list format) and 2C (sununary format) are shown in Table 4 . With the list format, there was a strong main effect of feature (F(I,127) = 14.1, p < .001], with means of 59.0 and 48.2 for the 90-50 and 50-10 features, respectively. There was also a significant feature x distribution interaction (F(2,127) = 3.27, p < .04], with no main effect of distribution: Planned contrasts showed that estimates for the ~-50 feature were significantly above the maximum likelihood norms (1(64) = 6.05, p < .01], whereas estimates for The results with both the list format and the summary format substantially replicate the findings of the sequential procedure of Experiment 2A. In all three experiments, population estimates for the 90-50 feature were significantly higher than those dictated by normative models. Estimates for the 50-10 feature were in all cases lower than those for the 90-50 feature and less than or equal to the normative value. In all three experiments, the overall mean estimate was above 50. These results confirm the general pattern of insufficient sensitivity to differences in answer diagnosticity , as well as a general tendency to weight "yes" answers more than "no" answers. A basic counting model is a viable representation for the observed patterns, given that differences across distributions for a given feature were small. questions with an extreme-probability feature over symmetrical questions of equal diagnosticity and (2) people particularly favor questions with an extreme probability given the focal hypothesis (i.e. , questions for which the feature is either very common or very uncommon in the target group). If so, then people tend to select questions for which insensitivity to answer diagnosticity will produce inferential errors, and those errors will, on balance, tend to produce a bias in favor of the target hypothesis (see Note 3).
Experiments 3A and 3B were designed to test the hypothesized preferences for extremity of probabilities. These experiments differ from Experiments 1 and 2 because they examine how people choose questions to ask rather than how they respond to the answers to given questioos. Experiment 3A is a replication of the Skov and Sherman ( 1986) study, using their materials and procedures. In Experiment 3B, following, information gathering was evaluated by using a different procedure and a different context, focusing on preferences for extreme-probability features in panicular. Subjects. One hundred ninety-nine students were recruited from undergraduate psychology classes at Indiana University. The subjects received panial course credit for their panlcipation.
Materials and Procedure. The subjects were tested in groups of fewer than 10 at a time. Each subject was given an experimenlal booklet that included instructions and an answer sheet. The instructions slated that they would be visiting a planet on which there were two. and only two. types of creatures. called Glorns and Fizos. There were I million of each type of creature on the planet. The subjects were told that they would meet a randomly selected creature and were to ask one question that would help detennine the creature's identity .Ninety-eight subj~ were told to detenrune whether or not the creature was a Glom; the other 101 subjects were told to detennine whether or not it was a Fizo. The subjects were provided with the information shown in Table I . and could choose to ask about anyone of those eight features. The subjects responded by writing the question they selected on the answer sheet.
EXPERIMENT JA
The results of Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that when people evaluate the impact of evidence. they are insufficiently sensitive to the diagnosticity of the specific answer received. This produces systematic errors in inferences drawn from certain kinds of questions. What are the expected consequences of these inferential errors in the evaluation of a hypothesis? As we discussed in the introduction to this paper, the net effect of insensitivity depends on the kinds of questions people choose to ask. Based on the findings of Skov and Sherman ( 1986) and Baron et al. ( 1988) , we hypothesize that ( 1) people prefer
Results and Discussion
As expected. the subjects showed a very strong preference for the four diagnostic questions ( 1, 4. 7. and 8 in Table 1 ). These accounted for 196 of 199 choices. Table 5 shows the pattern of choices among the four diagnostic questions. Question types were defined relative to , the subject's focal hypothesis. Positive questions are those for which a .'yes" answer favors the hypothesis. These were Features 4 and 8 for the Glom-hypothesis group, I and 7 for the Fizo-hypothesis group. Extreme p(fl H,) questions were those for which the probability of the feature given the focal hypothesis was either extremely high ( .90) or extremely low ( .10) .These were Features 1 and 4 for the Glom-hypothesis group and Features 7 and 8 for the Fizo-hypothesis group. Note that in this choice set, questions with moderate probabilities given the focal hypothesis always had extreme probabilities given the alternative. There were no significant differences between the two focal-hypothesis groups; Table 5 shows results for both groups combined.
The results of this study replicated those of Skov and Sherman (1986). The subjects showed a significant preference for questions with extreme probabilities given the focal hypothesis [X2(1) = 9.0, p < .005]. There was also a significant preference for positive questions [X2( 1) = 13.8, p < .001 ], with no significant interaction between extremity and positivity .
EXPERIMENT 38
This study extends our tests of preferences for extremity in two ways. First. we use direct pairwise choice to examine preferences among questions with extreme probabilities given the hypothesis. given the alternative. and neither. Second. we introduce a different context (involving medical diagnosis) in addition to the extraterrestrial context used previously. dents received panial course credit for their panicipatlon in the experiment.
Materials and Procedure. Two sets of stimulus materials were created for use in the experiment. The first set included instructions asking the subjects to imagine that they were visiting a faraway planet on which lived equal numbers of two kinds of creatures (Gloms and Fizos). Each subject met 10 randomly selected creatures, I at a time. For each, the subject had to detenmne whether the creature was a Glom by asking one of two possible questions. Focal hypothesis was not varied in this experiment: All questions were expressed in terms of Gloms.
On each trial, the subject turned to a new page in an experimental booklet indicating two features and the percentages of Gloms and Fizos having each feature. The subjects asked a question based on the feature that they felt would best aid in determIning whether the given creature was a Glom by placing a check mark next to the chosen feature on the booklet page. (No feedback was given concerning the creatures' answers or identities. )
The second set of stimulus materials included instructions that asked the subjects to imagine that they were physicians seeIng patients with "acute splenosis. ' , which could be one of two equally prevalent types, Glomitic or Fizotic. Each subject met 10 patients and had to determine whether the patient's splenosls was Glomitic by selecting one of two medical tests to perform. On each trial, the subjects turned to a new page of the experimental booklet that showed the feature associated with each of two medical tests and the percentage of Glomitic patients and Fizotic patients that had each feature. The subjects selected the medical test that they felt would best aid in determining whether the patient's splenosis was Glomitic by putting a check mark next to the chosen medical test on the booklet page.
The subjects were tested in groups of 20 or fewer. Seventy-{)ne subjects received the planetary instructions, and 60 received the medical instructions. In both conditions, the subjects made 10 twoalternative forced choices in favor of the feature that would best aid in determining the creature or splenosis type. The two conditions used feature pairs that were identical with respect to the percentages of each group having each feature (see Table 6 ). The planetary condition used whimsical features similar to those used in Experiment JA. The medical condition used fictitious medicalsounding features such as .'excess dibumase in urine" and .'a deficiency of salinate in blood. ' , The order of the features wIthin each pair was counterbalanced, and the 10 pairs were presented In random order .
Analyses of extremity preferences were performed by using the six feature pairs shown in Table 6 . Within each pair, the two questions were of equal diagnosticity (as measured by the difference between the two groups' probabilities) and were either both poSItive tests or both negative. (The four unanaJyzed pairs contrasted features of unequal diagnosticity or positivity .)
Method
Subjects. One hundred thiny-one students were recruited from undergraduate psychology classes at Indiana University . tThis quesuon was inadvenently omitted from some questIonnaires.
:l:This question was left blank in one subject's booklet.
Results and Discussion Table 6 shows the choices made by the subjects in each condition for each of the feature pairs. These data confirm both the presence of a general trend toward choosing questions with an extreme probability over more symmetrical questions and a preference for extremity given the hypothesis in particular. Of the six significant preferences, ail are consistent with that pattern. Clearly, preferences also vary with the context. Condition differences (planetary vs. medical) are significant for Pairs 2, 3, and 5, and marginally significant (p < .10) for Pairs 4 and 6. These differences indicate that question choice may be influenced by task-specific characteristics in addition to general information-gathering preferences.
..
One possible explanation for insufficient sensitivity to answer diagnosticity is that subjects focus on the difference between the probabilities of the feature in each group. This is very useful in selecting questions: The difference between the percentage of members in each group that have a feature is a good approximation of the infonnativeness of asking about that feature (e.g., with respect to expected value of infonnation or expected log likelihood ratio). Thus, questions about 90-50 features and 50-10 features are about equally diagnostic, and both are more diagnostic than a question about a 70-50 feature. To judge the diagnosticity of an individual answer, however, one must abandon one's focus on the difference in probabilities in favor of one of two likelihood ratios. Thus, a "yes" answer to a 90-50 item is far less diagnostic than either a "no" answer to that question or a .'yes" answer to a 50-10 question. Although the difference in probabilities is 40 in each case, the relevant likelihood ratio is 9 to 5 in the first case and 5 to 1 in the last two. Previous research on Bayesian inference has found that people do not generally have an accurate intuition about the appropriate role of likelihood ratios in the revision of beliefs (see Fischhoff & Beyth-Marom, 1983) , and that seems to be the case here, as well.
In particular, insensitivity to answer diagnosticity may be related to the heuristic of "representativeness" (KalU1e-man & Tversky, 1972; Tversky & Kahneman, 1982b). According to representativeness, people judge the likelihood that an individual is a member of a group according to how well the individual's characteristics match those of the average or prototypical group member. In a similar vein, people may judge the impact of a datum by comparing how strongly representative it is of one group versus the other. For instance, if a feature is present in 90% of Gloms and 50% of Fizos, then a ..yes" answer is very representative of Gloms and neither representative nor unrepresentative of Fizos. Thus, the answer is considerably more representative of Gloms than of Fizos and constitutes good evidence in favor of the Glom hypothesis. Similar reasoning would prevail if a' 'no' , answer were received. A "no" is very unrepresentative of Gloms and again neutral with regard to Fizos. Because a .'no" is just as unrepresentative of Gloms as a .'yes" is representative, the two answers may be seen as about equally valuable in distinguishing the two groups. Given the evidence for insufficient sensitivity to answer diagnosticity , what are the likely overall effects on peopIes' judgments about hypotheses? As mentioned earlier , that depends on the questions people ask. Thus, we investigated aspects of subjects ' infonnation-gathering processes that might affect the impact of insensitivity to answer diagnosticity .For instance, symmetrical questions (70-30, 20-80) are not prone to the inferential errors we document, because .'yes" and "no" answers are equally diagnostic. We found, however, that people generally prefer questions for which one group has an extreme probability of possessing the feature (e.g., .90 or .10) over more symmetrical questions of equal diagnosticity .The preferred asymmetrical questions are also the ones for question. Thus. people may recognize that if you are trying to distinguish Gloms from Fizos. it is better to check a 90-50 feature (i.e. .one that is present in 90% of Gloms and 50% of Fizos) than a 70-50 feature. However, they may not recognize that. in both cases. absence of the feature (a' 'no' .answer) is stronger evidence of a Fizo than presence of the feature (a "yes" answer) is of a Glom. If, as we proposed. subjects generally treat different answers to the same question as though they carry similar amounts of infonnation.
they will often revise their initial beliefs inappropriately.
Their revisions may be either more or less than the nonnative (Bayesian) prescription. depending on the question asked and the answer received.
Insufficient sensitivity to the diagnostic value of specific answers was demonstrated for two different kinds of judgments. These judgments involved inferences about the category membership of an individual given a single datum and the likely makeup of the underlying population. given data from a random sample. In both cases. the subjects showed little or no sensitivity to the differential diagnosticity of-dIfferent answersto the same question. The subjects' population estimates (Experiment 2) provide some striking examples of how this can affect inferences drawn from data. For instance, when data conceming a 90-50 feature were consistent with a population of 38 Glorns out of 100 (producing 13 ' , yes' .answers and 7 "no'. answers). the subjects estimated 64 Gloms; a 318 minority was judged to be a 518 majority . infonnative. The focus on extreme probabilities given the I hypothesis may reflect a kind of representativeness-based judgment similar to that described earlier. If the target group of the hypothesis has a given feature 90% of the time. then having that feature is highly representative of the group and not having it is highly unrepresentative. It may thus seem that features with extreme probabilities given the hypothesis will identify an individual as a member or nonmember with high probability. On the other hand. if a feature is possessed by 50% of the target group. neither having nor lacking the feature is very representative of the target group. so that feature may be seen as uninformative with regard to group membership. Indeed. other things being equal. extreme-probability features are more informative. Unfortunately, other things (in panicular. the frequency of the feature given other hypotheses) ar£-not always eQual. The tendency to focus on the probability of the datum given the hypothesis. with relative inattention to its likelihood given the alternative. has been referred to as' , pseudodiagnosticity .. The findings of our question-selection studies indicate that subjects choose questions in away that can skew the effects of insensitivity to answer diagnosticity in the direction of the focal hypothesis. The Appendix provides two examples of this process. The illustrations model a hypothetical subject who is attuned to differences in the diagnosticity of questions but who treats ' 'yes' , and' , no. , answers to any given question as being of equal diagnosticity. The hypothetical subject chooses a set of questions that approximates the choice patterns we observed in Experiment 3. The illustrations show that the kind of question-asking preferences we observed can substantially influence the effects of insensitivity in the direction of overestimates of the probability of the focal hypothesis. Note that this hypothesis-preservation effect would not result from the pattern of choosing questions alone. nor from insensitivity to answer diagnosticity in revising beliefs. but only from the combination of the two.
In conclusion. the fmdings of our studies suggest something about people's fundamental understanding ofdiagnosticity .People may, to a large extent. see diagnosticity as more a function of the question asked than of the answer received. This differs considerably from the Bayesian view of the world and. as we demonstrate. can lead to systematic errors in belief revision. Our findings also illustrate the imponance of looking at a phenomenon such as insensitivity to answer diagnosticity in relationship to the broader context of processes at different stages of hypothesis testing. These processes include gathering information (selecting questions to ask). assessing the information value of data (estimating the confidence associated with individual answers). and drawing inferences based on sets of data (estimating the makeup of underlying populations). People conform to normative statistical models in some aspects of hypothesis testing (e.g. .sensitivity to the diagnostic value of questions). In other aspects. peowhich one answer is markedly more diagnostic than the other and are thus the questions most prone to error because of insensitivity to answer diagnosticity.
In light of previous research in hypothesis testing, we were also interested in the possibility that insensitivity to answer diagnosticity might be linked to a bias in favor of the subjects' focal hypothesis. Insensitivity to answer diagnosticity does not by itself imply any such tendency toward hypothesis preservation. When one of two hypotheses is seen as the target for testing, insensitivity could lead to either overconfidence or to underconfidence in that target hypothesis. For example, when subjects learn that an individual has a feature found in 90% of the target group and 50% of the nontarget group, they will overestimate the strength of this relatively weak evidence in favor of their hypothesis. If the feature is found in 50% of the targets and 10% of the nontargets, though, they will underestimate the strength of the relatively strong confirming evidence of a .'yes" answer.
However, insensitivity to answer diagnosticity can produce a predominance of errors in favor of the hypothesis if certain kinds of questions are favored over others. In particular, this will happen if subjects tend to choose questions for which the hypothesis-confirming answer is less diagnostic than the disconfirming answer. Then, not appreciating the differential diagnosticity of the two answers, subjects will give too much weight to confirming evidence relative to disconfirming evidence, producing an overall bias toward the hypothesis. Previous research (Oevine et al., 1990; Skov & Sherman, 1986) suggests that subjects' choice of questions is consistent with this pattern, and we confirm that finding in Experiment 3. People's preference for extreme-probability features is affected by which is considered to be the focal hypothesis and which the alternative. People tend to ask about features that are extremely common or uncommon given the focal hypothesis, in preference to those with extreme probabilities given the alternative. Thus, for example, they will ask about features present in ~% of the target group and 50% of the nontarget group, in preference to features present in 50% of the targets and 10% of the nontargets. The upshot is that subjects tend to choose questions for which the answer that favors the hypothesis (be it ..yes" or I ..no") is more frequent and less diagnostic than the answer that favors the alternative (see Note 3). There are several possible explanations for this preference. It has been suggested that people are motivated to avoid questions that are likely to provide disconfirming answers. This might be because people dislike being proven wrong (e.g., Snyder & Swann, 1978; Wason, 1960) or because it is harder to process negative information (see Chase & Clark, 1972, on sentence verification and Wason & Johnson-Laird, 1972, on deductive reasoning). Thus, subjects may prefer questions with extreme probabilities given the hypothesis exactly because they are the questions for which hypothesis-favoring an-\ swers are most frequent. However, the best explanation seems to be that people believe these questions to be more KLA YMAN , SHERMAN, AND SKOV pie show preferences that are not dictated by normative considerations but do not necessarily lead to errors in judgment (e.g., preferences for questions for which the likely answer confirms the hypothesis). And in some aspects, people clearly deviate from normative standards (e.g., insufficient sensitivity to the diagnostic value of different answers to the same question). Moreover, judgments and preferences at early stages in the hypothesis-testing process can combine with judgments at later stages to influence final inferences and beliefs and to produce effects that do not arise from any single component. Our findings suggest, for example, that people may arrive at an unwarranted belief that the world is as it was hypothesized to be-not necessarily because of a motivation to perceive the expected but because of a panicular sequence of judgments and inferences, some normatively appropriate, some not. and expected log likelihO<x1 ratIo for the questIon was .978.
2. An analogy might be drawn here 10 findings In another area of research in Bayesian inference-people's underuse of base.rale infor.
matIOn. There. the strongest form of the hypothesis (thaI people corn. plelely ignore all base-rate dala) was rejecled. but evidence supports Ihe conclusion that people often underweight such infonnation. This sys.
lematlC underweighting is sufficient 10 produce significanl discrepan.
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